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Waste Handling
Tool Handling
Long Freight Trucks
Board and Sheet Handling
Door and Window Handling

Instant Norway AS offer a wide selection of material handling products
within categories such as waste handling and tool handling. All products
are robust, user friendly and easy to transport.
Our material handling products have extremely good quality and costeffective solutions. All products are CE marked.

WASTE HANDLING
Waste in the workplace can require unnecessary space. In addition, a lack of
waste handling can entail a big safety risk.
Instant’s waste handling products are robust utilities that are very easy to
use and ensure quick and efficient removal of all waste.

Waste bin 360l
Flippable waste bin, manufactured due to
demand from major construction and hire
companies. Ideal for on-site and industrial
recycling systems. The bin is equipped with
two large rubber wheels and two swivel
wheels with a nylon track . A pedal-operated
brake will lock the two large wheels to allow
easy tilting. Additional lifting handles for
improved grip during emptying, and four
strong lifting points (lugs) allow lifting by
crane. Edge strips in rubber. Removable
wheels.
Waste bin 400l
Flippable waste bin manufactured due to
demand from major construction and hire
companies. Ideal for on-site and industrial
recycling systems. The bin is equipped with
one swivel wheel and is easy to handle even
when it is heavily loaded. Extra lift handle
for improved grip during emptying, and
four strong lifting points (lugs) allow lifting
by crane. Edge strips in rubber. Removable
wheels.

Avfallscontainer 3200l
Self-tipping waste container. Ideal for use
at construction sites and as a recycling
container. Crane operator can empty the
skip without assistance, both saving time
and avoiding the risk of crush injuries during
tipping. The waste skips can be stacked
on top of one another, and can also be
lifted by a truck.
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Tool container
Heavy-duty tool containers for secure storage,
with a padlock locking system. Four lifting points
(lugs) allow lifting by crane. The containers have
an extra shelf as well as two fixed and two swivel
wheels, all removable. Additional handle allows
for easy maneuvering by one person. Available
in two different sizes;standard and jumbo (l x w
x h: 95x60x68 cm and 102x69x89 cm).
Bolt container
An excellent helping device that simplifies
the handling of small, heavy parts. Often used
during the assembly of bigger scaffolding.
Can be lifted stably and safely by a crane and
requires minimal space. The conical shape of
the containers allows for storage/stacking on
top of each other.
Mounting support
Our robust adjustable mounting support / wall
support are constructed for light walls. With
movable end pieces and an adjustable length,
they can be used in most places. The length is
adjustable from 210-320 cm with tweaking at
24 cm.

LONG FREIGHT TRUCKS
Custom-designed trucks for transportation of long freight goods such as
pipes, timber, etc.
Stacking macs
Our unique patented stacking macs are both
robust and versatile. The trolley has 4 shelfs
for temporary or permanent transportation of
pipes, strips, planks and the like. It can be folded
and is also very stable and easy to maneuver.
Stacking macs have a height of 155 cm, but can
be put together to a practical 45 cm when not
used.
Pipe cart
Instant’s pipe cart is a new and unique way
to transport pipes and long freight. The cart is
designed so that you do not have to lift heavy to
load the cart, avoiding strain and pinch injuries.
In addition to transporting pipes or other
long freight, the cart’s dense bottom makes it
possible to be used as a cart for other items or
products.
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TOOL HANDLING

The handling of boards and sheets can be done in a time efficient and costeffective way. We offer a number of helping devices that all simplify the
assembly and handling work in the construction industry.

Board and panel trolley
Ideal for transport of all types of construction
boards and panels, doors, windows, etc.
The trolley has two large center wheels for
maximum flexibility in transport position,
also on uneven surfaces. With a simple
maneuver, the trolley can be transformed
into a work table with correct working
height. Four swivel and lockable wheels
ensure that the trolley can be moved in
this position as well. The trolley is easily
operated by one person, and will fit through
standard doors. Supplied with combination
table for 900 mm / 1,200 mm plasterboards
or 900 mm boards only. Can carry up to 13
plasterboards.
Plasterboard pump cart

Hydraulic raising and lowering for
hassle-free use in combination with our
plasterboard trestles. Excellent for transport
of panels and boards as well as other types
of on-site transport. 4 wheel steering allows
for maximum flexibility also in narrow
passages. Parking and transport brakes.

Turntable carts

Transport trolleys with a big capacity for easy
handling of all types of building materials
as well as other products. 4 wheel steering
allows for maximum flexibility in narrow
passages. Available in two different sizes. (l
x w x h: 155x67x50 cm and 202x90x50 cm).

In-lift frame

The in-lift frame is a robust steel construction
that lifts and transports plasterboards from
ground level to any desired height. The inlift is easily connected to a crane with the
help of lifting chains, and has a loading
capacity up to 2,500 kg.
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BOARD AND SHEET HANDLING

For storage of plasterboards (or other
construction panels) at the correct working
height. Can be used in combination with the
plasterboard pump truck/ elevating turntable
truck. Practical fold-down construction for
easy storage. Also available with frame for 100
trestles.

Plasterboard / roofing sheet lift
Indispensable tool for fixing plasterboards or
other sheeting to the ceiling. The board is placed
on a lifting frame and is raised or lowered at
infinitely variable speed by using the wheel. Five
125 mm wheels allow for easy maneuverability
and correct positioning. Delivered with lifting
frame for sloping roof.

Plate holder
The plate holder is an effective and easy helping
device in the assembly of plasterboards. By
lifting and pushing the plasterboards towards
the wall and up against the roof, the plate
holder ensures greater precision when it comes
to wall mounting. The product also frees the
hands of the worker during assembly, making it
possible to perform other tasks simultaneously.

DOOR AND WINDOW HANDLING
Custom built helping devices for the transportation and handling of doors
and windows. Easy to maneuver and transport with minimal strain on the
operator.
Door and window trolley
Practical trolley for transport of windows, doors
and boards. With a simple maneuver, the trolley
is lowered to floor level for loading/unloading.
An easy-to-use locking system keeps the goods
secure during transport. Can be folded and is
easily operated by one person. Prevents back
and shoulder strain, and reduces the risk of
damage during transport.

Door lifter / slide bars
A practical helping device for assembling
industrial doors. Its telescopic handle ensures
correct working position whilst preventing
back injuries during both the assembly and
disassembly. What used to be a job for two can
now easily be done by one person. 160 mm
wheels in nylon prevent marks and damage to
the floor. Ideal for use in combination with the
door lifter.
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Plasterboard trestles

CONTACT US
The INSTANT brand has been known on the Norwegian market for
about 40 years. Norway’s leading rental shops, large government
agencies as well as a vast number of entrepreneurs and contractors
are among our faithful and satisfied customers.
Scaffolding products and INSTANT scaffolds in particular, have
traditionally been, and will continue to be, a very important
business area for us. However, we have broadened our range of
products, adding facade scaffolds, lifts, material lifts, pedal lifts,
building fences, walkways and material handling products also
known as Blue Products.
Our main objective will always be to deliver high quality products
at reasonable prices. We know that quality is essential for safe and
secure operation.
Thus, our slogan: Our Quality - Your safety.

Norway
Tel.: +47 23 19 11 00
info@instant.no

Lithuania
Tel.: +370 5 233 1096
info@instant.lt

Latvia
Tel.: +371 263 58 152
info@instantlatvija.lv

Estonia
Tel.: +372 680 76 33
info@instant.ee

www.instant.no

